
Impulses
Filter: h in Matrixrepräsentation
Input: x
Output: y

Matrix H ist zwei n hoch, damit auch     nicht von anderen h beeinflusst 
wird. Es ist also möglich, einen linearen Impuls so als periodischen 
darzustellen, indem man eine Periode von (2n-1) wählt und mit nullen 
auffüllt. (Das minus 1 ist wegen indexing)
We model the signals as vectors x and the Filter as linear mapping from   to 
      

Def: Discrete Convolution

               nennt sich discrete Convolution        
         
   

n-Periodic setting
Impulses add up. In each row of H, the impulse   is one further to the right, 
so when each x is smaller than the one before it, we have something like the 
following. but blue and orange add up.

Formula is still           
    
   . at    , we have

              
and therefore we have the interference from n-1 (and all later too, but these 
are not in the drawing)
Because it is n-periodic, the dimension of H is only n, because there is always 

Endterm Recap
Dienstag, 20. Dezember 2016 09:25
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Because it is n-periodic, the dimension of H is only n, because there is always 
interference from before.

Circulant matrices and Discrete Fourier Transformation

different random circulant matrices have the same eigenvectors.
Graph of larger circulant matrices' Eigenvectors:

All complex of course

These are equally spaced in the complex plane in a circle around (0,0)
  

     

  
    

   
 

                         
     

Def. Root unity:     
    

 
        

  

 
         

  

 
   

Random introduction of Eigenvector       
  

 
   

   
         

Take any circulant Matrix C with dimension n, generated from vector u
                           //like the p in the image
                        

Formula of periodic convolution =>                
 

         
   

   
   

einsetzen der definition von          
       

      
   

   
  

     
 

                                              

orthogonal trigonometric basis of   = Eigenvector bassis for circulant matrices = 

vectors   defined as    
  

 
   

   

Fourier-Matrix transforms this basis to the standard basis
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There is a Diagonalmatrix D such that

        

   

   

  
   

additional Fun Fact:   
       

  
   

     
    

This is obvious if I look at it line by line, as   contains the Eigenvectors of C. These 
stay the same, but scaled, so only the diagonal will be set. It works because (grey 
arrows above)   has the same rows as columns.

                                                  Only some scaling 
determined by u  but a    aling an Eigenve t r/value pair i  alway  p   ible 

Fourier Matrix contains the Eigenvectors AND the Eigenvalues of any Circulant 
Matrix
                                
                                            

With     
    

   
    

 
  

  
     

          
   

  
     

        

"something": 

  
     

           

            
        

   
        

        

          

//Geometrische Summenformel
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//Why does that Lemma follow?
  
    

 

Zeilen in Fouriermatrix = Spalten = Eigenvektoren von C

    
  

        
      

        
                        

                                                                 
                   

  
   
   
   

     
   
   
   

  

    
    
    

      
 
 
 
     

 
 
 
     

 
 
 
  

                                                                  

                       
   

   

   

From Lemma 4.2.16 follows that we can Calculate C and therefore Cx using Fourier:

   
 

 
    

                 
   

 

This is a periodic discrete convolution.
   

           

  instead of having to calculate a big Circulant Matrix multiplication (height 2n-1), 
we can calculate a convolution by multiplying x with the fourier Matrix, scaling this 
with the transformation of u and then inverting the whole transformation again

This is nice because DFT       can be computed fast using FFT     l g    .

Zero Padding
We now have a function that takes u and x as argument and performs a 

convolution            
              

   has size n
                                   
pad             
                                             
                                                        

In the beginning we had a H-Matrix (Filter) which is always circulant so this works 
always. If we don't have periodicity, we can pad with zeros to remove interference:

Frequencies
orthogonal Trigonometrical basis (Fourier basis)  oscillations

     
  

   

   
    

    

 
   

   

   in
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    in  
    

 
      

   

   

DFT = Additive decomposition of a signal into frequency contribution

Plots of real parts of Columns of Fourier matrix    (trigon. basis). k stands for the 
k-th column.

for high k, the frequency seems slow again (but in other direction, like with a 
stroboscope view)

DFT in 2D
Basis of 2D: because F is basis in 1D
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is eigenvector of B because it stays there (definition of eigenvector and 
eigenvalues)
B is the Blurring operator.
DFT in 2D is defined like that V => same as just two DFTs after each other

=>

       

            
     

   
 

  
     

       
 

//because scaled F is unitary. Remember: 
 

 
       

  

Probably Fehler in den Notes! C sollte nicht das pixel image sein, sondern das 
transformierte Bild. Y ist das Bild im Original

Why loop through rows instead of matrix mult? (Because the function fft was 
defined for vectors. these both work, because F is symmetric)
Is Fourier transform not from normal to fourier? -> Probably tablet notes wrong

Deblurring
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhLF95crTWs
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Blurring Operator B is given as pixelwise

What's cool is that if we insert   
    

  
for the point, we get the same thing again 

but scaled, so this is an eigenvector of B. Dividing      by lambda gives that B 
is a simple cwise multiplication in Fourier space. So the solution for deblurring is to 
switch to Fourier space, divide cwise by s and then switch back.
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//Skript example code probably confused ifft and fft in the last line
//Actually, Hiptmair just replaced ifft and fft until it worked, the problem is that the 
point spread function has positive exponent instead of our usual negative 
exponents for fourier

Fast Fourier Transform
Divide Sums into a sum for the even and a sum for the odd indizes of the given 
Vector.

Recursion =>    l g    

                          

Toeplitz Matrix
Given the duration of the Impulse response:    
m-periodic Linear Time-invariant filter.
Measured   

known Input x
Sought: Estimate of the filters impulse response

                  

   

   

measurement errors => use all available h (not just the first n)
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Normal equation         

                                        
   

          

 

 

          

   

   

                                   

constant diagonals => m+n-1 actual information content numbers  Toeplitz 

matrix can be displayed with a vector                 

Extend to Circulant matrix of size 2m × 2n

Now instead of                         
 
   

  
     

 

This is like a convolution, so we can solve this using FFT.

Householder QR repetition
Householder matrix creates a rotation of the vector such that the result is just as 
long but a multiple of the first unit vector. If we construct a Matrix Q in such a way, 
that it turns the first column of a matrix into such a vector, then we can apply 
multiple of these Q until the Result R is upper triangular.
        
if the Q are orthogonal, then we can multiply on the left with their Hermitian 
Transposed to get

    
    

  
and these   multiplied together are the orthogonal matrix Q.
To construct a Q, we choose a b that is parallel to a unit vector and use
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To construct a Q, we choose a b that is parallel to a unit vector and use

//smart zero additions

           
    

   
     

which is orthogonal, though I don't know why

Connect measured points by lines.

for                     
       

       
                          

adding up tent functions: they have to be not influencing any other 
points and add up to a line in between points.

height 1 because they can be scaled using coefficients

Piecewise Linear Interpolation

Interpolation as linear Mapping
                                       

=> need                                            
Polynomial Interpolation
Horner Scheme: Instead of calculating a polynomial     by calculating all 
powers of t, you can calculate it recursively

=> lineare zeit
Lagrange Polynomials as Cardinal Basis

Interpolation in 1D
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and based on that Basis the Lagrange interpoland              
 
   which 

is just the sum of all Lagrange polynomials. It fulfills          

fast by precomputing part of   

=> precompute 
       

 
                                                         

with precomputing:      

Laufzeit: without precomputing: Sum n, product n, evaluating all   N => 

      

this works because we know that p has to be 1 where 1 is 1

partial Lagrange interpolant
Aitken-Neville scheme:    . Good for single evaluation
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First, set polynomials through just the k-th point:

        
 

     
                                       

so we weigh the polynomial in the interval to the right based on how 
much to the right x is, and the left polynomial based on how much to 
the left x is. (Assuming        , this will result in an addition. If x is 
not in the interval, then what?)
Dividing the whole thing to rescale it back to normal

From these, derive interpolating polynomials through more points:

Extrapolation to zero
same as interpolation but with x outside the interval.
Lagrangian
works well if function is even:           and                          
Given: smooth function f in procedural form
Sought: approximation of   

Idea: approx using difference quotient. but then we have cancellation.
Neville Aitken
Numerically stable alternative: symmetric (thus function even needed) difference 
quotient behaves like a polynomial for       times continuously diffable 
function. We use the fact that the differencequotient is approximable as a 
taylorpolynome and therefore with a polynome. Use neville-Aitken starting with 
small intervals from (x-h) to (x+h). The longer it takes, the larger the intervals and 
the better the approximation. Thus, the error is estimated by the difference 
between two last approximations.
Newton Basis (Update-friendly)

                                  

 

   

leading coefficient is 1 because else polynome wouldn't have the rank n
                           

                                       

n Equations. Solving with forward substitution

=> same values computed again in each row. We can reuse them. If we add a 
point, we can just add a row and compute the latest a.
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apply recursion from aitken neville: 

then we use the "divided differences" instead of solving the triangular linear 
system above.

        

             
                             

       
                            

Reduction to lagrange

construct sine from complex numbers

                                
 

  

   

Don't really get this….
Equidistant trigonometric interpolation
Don't really get this…

Trigonometric interpolation

By Taylor

           

                    
       

 
            

 
   

      

  
            

 

smoothness requirement!

Stability
Need derivatives to calculate. But we don't have the higher derivatives.

Problems for Numerics:

Bernstein

Approximation by global Polynomials
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Polynomial Best
Interval from -1 to 1

r is the smoothness.  Error Converges with rate r.
Transformation to Polynomial Best in interval

Error estimates

Lagrange error

Chebychev
We cannot control f but we can play with the position of the t. We try to minimize 

ma               
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Optimal because that yellow theorem 6.1.81
these clutter at the endpoints. That was the problem at the equidistant try. if we 
fix the endpoints better, we don't have weird oscillations there

lebesgue constant was also something here

seems important: Approximation by piecewise polynomials 
Standard product rule:

Quadrature
To approximate integral by using a weighted sum of point values.
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In this definition you can essentially ignore the superscript n

cost of quadrature formula = n
quadrature formula is different depending on the Interval, but we can construct 
them based on other quadrature formulas

Given QF on [-1,1]

                        
 

 
            

//Verschieben, skalieren, an richtigen ort schieben

      
 

 

             
  

  
          

 

 
               

 

  

  
 

  

Integration durch substitution

//
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This is a convention: if it gives up to polynomial of degree 2, it has degree 3
Order is invariant under affine transformation.

Smoothing integrands by transformation

   
        

 

 

                

non-smooth integrand : slow algebraic convergence of quad. error
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non-smooth integrand : slow algebraic convergence of quad. error

Idea: substitution:     
   

  

  
   

 

   
            

         

   
         

 

 

           
  
   

 

f was smooth, so the integrand here is now   

Simpson rule, trapezoidal rule … for quadrature

Spiralish -> limit is convergence
Only works locally

Iterative methods

The next step converges as fast as the current step, duh.
Detecting order of convergence
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 l g       l g    l g     
 

 

 l g      l g     
 

 
Subtract two such error equations => get p.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Recap Interpolations: B 9: Overview

splines
derivative of the left side should be the same as on the right side (continuous).
                       

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

find f(x) such that the difference between   and      is minimal

Usually when you have more data points than unknowns in your function.

=> solve min             
 
 with least squares

Data fitting

Termination

Contractive Fixed point iteration
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Multipoint methods Model function M 
Newton's method detailed expl.

Derivative of Matrix inversion

                         

Termination: Newton's method detailed exp 
Damping
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Solution approach: "damping". That means decreasing the size of the shift

                    
The art is to find a good damping factor
This is weird and maybe heuristics but it works amazingly if newton is lost 
otherwise with the Affine invariant damping strategy

If we correct, then next time it should be a bit smaller. This is what we should get if 
quadratic convergence had already set in

"Theory/assumption": If quadratic convergence =>              
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If naturalMonotonicityTest passed, reduce damping aka increase lambda
if failed, increase damping (usually by factor of 2)
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(unnötig aber yey)
geometrische Summenformel

Fun Fact Summenformel
Mittwoch, 21. Dezember 2016 09:20
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